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Abstract: With the rapid increase in the volume of Big data of this digital era, fax documents, invoices, 
receipts, etc are traditionally subjected to compression for the efficiency of data storage and transfer. 
However, in order to process these documents, they need to undergo the stage of decompression which 
indents additional computing resources. This limitation induces the motivation to research on the 
possibility of directly processing of compressed images. In this research paper, we summarize the research 
work carried out to perform different operations straight from run-length compressed documents without 
going through the stage of decompression. The different operations demonstrated are feature extraction; 
text-line, word and character segmentation; document block segmentation; and font size detection, all 
carried out in the compressed version of the document.  Feature extraction methods demonstrate how to 
extract the conventionally defined features such as projection profile, run-histogram and entropy, directly 
from the compressed document data. Document segmentation involves the extraction of compressed 
segments of text-lines, words and characters using the vertical and horizontal projection profile features. 
Further an attempt is made to segment randomly a block of interest from the compressed document and 
subsequently facilitate absolute and relative characterization of the segmented block which finds real time 
applications in automatic processing of Bank Cheques, Challans, etc, in compressed domain. Finally an 
application to detect font size at text line level is also investigated. All the proposed algorithms are 
validated experimentally with sufficient data set of compressed documents.   
Keywords: Compressed document processing, run-length compressed domain, direct 
processing of compressed data, feature extraction, segmentation, font size detection 
1. Introduction 
Rapid growth of multimedia data such as fax documents, invoices, receipts, images, 
audios and videos over the internet, digital libraries and e-governance applications have 
traditionally resulted in compressing the data for the efficiency of data storage and 
transfer. However, in order to process them or carry out any analytical computations, they 
need to undergo the stage of decompression, which indents additional computing 
resources. This limitation incites the motivation to research on the possibility of directly 
processing of compressed data. This alternate, challenging and breakthrough idea of 
operating directly over the compressed representation without using decompression, is 
called compressed domain processing.  
Direct analysis of compressed data could open up a newer vista in digital image 
analysis. In this direction, the proposed research work aims at exploring the possibility of 
operating over specifically the compressed document images available in large databases 
and many network applications. In the sequel, we also aim to assess the advantages and 
limitations of such direct processing without involving full or total decompression.  
Our research study aims at the exploration for basic operations like segmentation, 
extraction of objects of interest and their related analytics straight from compressed 
documents. For all these operations, we probe for a suitable feature extraction mechanism 
with the available techniques such as profiling, histogram and entropy. For the purpose of 
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validation and corroboration of our proposed methods, we propose to experiment on large 
sets of compressed documents.  
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: section-2 describes a detailed survey on 
document processing in compressed domain, section-3 gives brief idea about the 
contributions[14-18] made by us so far in the area of proposed research, and section-4 
summarizes the entire work and gives directions for further research in the area.  
2. Document Processing in Compressed Domain 
Although image, audio and video data are rendered in compressed form for the efficiency 
of data storage and transfers, the existing methods still need to decompress and operate 
on the data. Since, the data exists in compressed form; it shall be a novel to think of 
performing operations directly on the compressed data, bypassing the stage of total 
decompression. Therefore, this research is an attempt to explore this novel idea, taking 
compressed documents to perform the existing operations directly without decompressing 
the data.  
There are many document image compression file formats available in the 
literature: BMP, PDF, JPEG and TIFF are commonly preferred formats. TIFF is very 
popular in handling fax and handwritten documents and also preferred for archiving in 
digital libraries and in many network applications like printers, fax and xerox machines. 
TIFF provides many built in compression algorithms: CCITT Group 3 (T.4), 
CCITT Group 4 (T.6) and many more. T.6 provides better compression ratio than T.4 and 
hence it was developed for archival purpose. However, the encoding process in T.6 is 2D 
and takes previous encoded line to encode the current line. In case of any single error 
during transmission, the whole document becomes unusable after decoding. Therefore, 
the natural choice for fax or network applications is T.4 standard, which facilitates both 
1D and 2D coding. In this research work, we propose to use data from 1D (line by line) 
coding popularly known as Modified Huffman (MH) coding which is supported by all 
fax compression techniques. The basic and lossless compression scheme used here is 
Run-Length Encoding (RLE). As we focus our study on text documents, we limit our 
work to TIFF compressed, run-length encoded binary documents. 
The earliest idea of operating directly on run-length encoded compressed 
documents can be related to the work of [1] and [2]. RLE, a simple compression method 
was first used for coding pictures [3] and television signals [4]. There are several efforts 
in the direction of directly operating on document images using run-length code. 
Operations like image rotation [5], connected component extraction [6], skew detection 
[7], page layout analysis [8], bar code detection [9] are reported in the literature. There 
are also some initiatives in finding document similarity [10], equivalence [11] and 
retrieval [12]. One of the recent works using run-length information is to perform 
morphological related operations [13]. In most of the works, they use either run-length 
information from the uncompressed image or do some decoding to perform operations. 
However, to our best knowledge a detailed study on compressed documents from the 
viewpoint of computational cost, efficiency and validation with large dataset has not been 
attempted in the literature. On the other hand, research on compressed documents has 
been an area of interest to both industry and academic groups. However, there has been 
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no much significant progress in this direction, perhaps due to the complex nature of 
compressed data. Therefore, in this backdrop the proposed research study is dedicated 
specifically to explore the possibility of implementing some of the aforementioned 
operations on document images in compressed domain. 
3. Direct Processing of Run-length Compressed Document Data 
The basic compression technique behind TIFF compressed text and fax documents is Run 
Length Encoding (RLE). In RLE, a run is a sequence of pixels having similar value and 
the number of such pixels is length of the run. The representation of the image pixels in 
the form of sequence of run values (Pi) and its lengths (Li) is run-length encoding. It can 
be mathematically represented as (Pi,Li). However, for binary images the coding is done 
with alternate length information of black and white pixels, which results in compact 
representation. The Table-1, gives the description of compressed data using RLE 
technique. The compressed data consists of alternate columns of number of runs of ‘0’ 
and ‘1’ identified as odd columns (1,3,5,…) and even columns (2,4,6…) respectively. 
The proposed algorithms in this paper, work on these types of data that will be frequently 
referred in this paper as compressed data. 
 
3.1 Feature extraction: Projection profile, run-histogram and entropy  
In this section, we present the basic ideas of extracting the existing conventional features 
straight from the compressed data and subsequently using it for compressed document 
segmentation. More details regarding the methods and mathematical formulations can be 
obtained from our work in [14] [15] and [16]. 
3.1.1 Projection Profile 
A projection profile is a histogram of the number of black pixel values accumulated along 
parallel lines taken through the document. In the compressed data, the presence of 
alternate runs of black and white pixels hints us to add row-wise the alternate black-pixel-
runs and skipping all white-pixel-runs to obtain Vertical Projection Profile (VPP). The 
proposed method is simple and straight forward in getting VPP curve directly from the 
compressed data. However, obtaining Horizontal Projection Profile (HPP) curve is a 
complex task. This is because the vertical information is not directly available in the 
compressed representation. So, an algorithm is developed to compute HPP by pulling-out 
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the run values from all the rows simultaneously using first two columns from compressed 
data as shown in Table-1. In presence of zero run values in both the columns, the runs on 
the right are shifted to two positions leftwards. Thus for every pop operation, the run 
value is decremented by 1 and if the popped-out element is from first column then the 
transition value is 0 otherwise 1. This process is repeated for all the rows generating a 
sequence of column transitions from the compressed file that may be called virtual 
decompression. Thus addition of all these popped-out elements column-wise results in 
HPP curve. 
3.1.2 Run-Histogram 
Generally a histogram of a digital image represents the frequency of number of intensity 
values present in the image. However for binary images, a simple histogram would not 
give much information needed for document analysis. This motivates us to define run-
histogram on compressed data, which has been recently applied for document retrieval 
and classification [19] using uncompressed documents. The compressed data in Table-1 
contains alternate columns of white and black pixel runs. Using this data structure, we 
compute the frequency of each run separately for even and odd columns to obtain black-
pixel and white-pixel run-histograms. Combining these two run-histograms we get black-
white run-histogram. Very recently the work of [19] incited us to extend the idea of run-
histogram to logarithmic scale run-histogram. The quantized length of the runs in a 
logarithmic scale is as follows: [1],[2],[3-4],[5-8],[9-16],…,[129-]. Further details are 
available in [14]. 
3.1.3 Entropy 
Here, we demonstrate the extraction of Conventional Entropy Quantifier (CEQ) and 
Sequential Entropy Quantifier (SEQ) proposed by [21], straight from the compressed 
data. The details regarding the idea, motivation and formulation of CEQ and SEQ can be 
obtained in [21]. CEQ measures the energy contribution of each row by considering the 
probable occurrence of +ve (0-1) and -ve (1-0) transitions among the total number of 
pixels present in that particular row. On the other hand SEQ measures the entropy at the 
position of occurrence of these transitions. However from the compressed data, these 
information are easily available in the alternate even (+ve) and odd (-ve) columns as 
shown in Table-1. In each row, counting the number of even or odd columns of non-zero 
runs, leaving the first column (run) gives the number of +ve or -ve transitions 
respectively. Whereas, the summation of all the previous runs incremented by 1 is the 
position of the transition point at a particular column as shown in Table-1. For more 
details refer [14][15]. 
3.2 Entropy computations and analysis  
In this work, we extend the computation of proposed entropy features CEQ and SEQ for 
compressed documents in both horizontal and vertical directions. Because, the run-length 
data is horizontally compressed, the vertical information is not directly available for 
vertical entropy computation. Therefore, the vertical information is generated by 
popping-out the runs in an intelligent sequence and vertical entropy is computed as 
detailed in [15]. The entropy computation is demonstrated over the text-line, word and 
character levels to show the effectiveness of the computed features and their possible 
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application in document image analysis. More details regarding the experimentation and 
analysis is available in [15]. 
3.3 Text-line, word and character segmentation  
We present here, the applications of proposed projection profile features (vertical and 
horizontal) from compressed data to segment a text document into text-lines, words and 
characters [16].   
The compressed data in Table-1 shows rows of alternate columns of runs of white 
and black pixels. In absence of any black pixel in a row, the compressed row will contain 
only one run of white pixels whose size will be equal to the width the original document. 
This special feature of compressed data can be seen in line numbers 1 and 13 of Table-1, 
which enables us to use projection profile technique for line segmentation in printed text-
documents. With our observation, in order to do line segmentation using compressed 
data, obtaining VPP is sufficient. Making use of minima points in the VPP curve, we 
trace the vertical start and end points of the text lines. The difference between the end 
point of previous line and start point of current line is difference between the text lines. 
For printed documents, the common approach used for word and character 
segmentation is HPP. For compressed data, HPP requires the usage of virtual 
decompression algorithm which is already discussed above. A segmented text-line is an 
input to this method. The transition values popped out from each row for every column of 
the compressed text-line are used to trace the characters from left to right. This virtual 
line with zero transitions hints for the presence of space between the characters. Using 
this space information we perform character and word segmentation. Once a vertical 
space between the characters is detected, the space-counter starts incrementing until a 
non-space column is detected. If the space-counter is less than the defined word-space-
threshold, then it is identified as a character and entry is made into the character 
segmentation matrix. In case the condition is false then a word is detected which is stored 
in word segmentation matrix. This process is repeated until all the columns in a 
segmented line get exhausted. Nevertheless, detailed research work regarding word and 
character segmentation with a schematic block diagram is available in [16].  
 3.4 Detection of font size at text-line level  
Automatic detection of font size finds many applications in the area of intelligent 
OCRing and document image analysis. Therefore, we present a novel idea of learning 
and detecting font size directly from run-length compressed text documents at line level 
using simple line height features, which paves the way for intelligent OCRing and 
document analysis directly from compressed documents. In the proposed model, the 
given mixed-case text documents of different font size are segmented into compressed 
text lines and the features extracted such as line height and ascender height are used to 
capture the pattern of font size in the form of a regression line, using which the automatic 
detection of font size is done during the recognition stage.  
The method is experimented with a dataset of 50 compressed documents 
consisting of 780 text lines of single font size and 375 text lines of mixed font size 
resulting in an overall accuracy of 99.67%. More details regarding the work and 
experimental results is available in [18] 
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3.5 Segmentation and characterization of a text block  
This research work introduces a novel method for extracting the specified document 
block in rectangular segments directly from the run-length compressed document data 
without going through the stage of decompression. Apart from facilitating extraction of a 
specified document block, the work is extended further to provide absolute and relative 
characterization of the extracted blocks using density and entropy features. This research 
study also demonstrates that document analysis is possible at sub-document level within 
the compressed document data without decompression and also opens up the gateway for 
plenty of research issues in the proposed compressed domain. A detailed study on 
segmentation of a randomly selected text-block and its characterization is available in 
[17]. 
 4. Conclusion and future work plan 
In this research work, a novel idea of processing document images directly in their 
respective compressed domain using the run-length compressed data is demonstrated. 
Different operation such feature extraction, segmentation, font size detection and 
characterization of the compressed document is performed directly in run-length 
compressed data of the document which avoid decompression and results in saving of 
considerable amount of computing resources. The proposed methods are validated 
experimentally with sufficient dataset of compressed documents. Finally, this research is 
a small attempt to demonstrate direct operations with compressed data; however, many 
open research issues still exists such as handwritten document segmentation, word 
spotting, numeral spotting, symbol spotting, document retrieval etc. which could be taken 
as an extension work to this research. 
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